Multimedia
for all and for some ) but is perceived as better using some perception bias function f. That is the average observed outcome of the strictly worse distribution is better than the average observed outcome of i.e.
What the theorem says is that there exists a distribution of outcomes that is strictly worse than , but which will nonetheless (under the reporting bias f) have higher perceived value.
Proof: Because is a non-degenerate distribution, we can pick a point g such that ∫ and ∫ For a large positive number , define
We first show that for all and for some . For ,
Next we show that for a sufficiently large the perceived value of is larger than the perceived value of . The perceived value of is
Because when , both ∫ and ∫ tends to zero as grows to infinity. For sufficiently large the perceived value of will therefore be arbitrarily close to ∫ ∫ which is the perceived value of the top part of distribution and therefore always higher than the perceived value of the whole of .
Q.E.D.
